
English 12 Mentor Poetry Research Project  
Background: 
This project involves studying techniques of poetry as well establishing the habit of think of 
ourselves as a community of writers. Students work through poems together so we can talk and 
write about how the moves that poets make lead to an outcome that they also want. The entire 
unit can be found on this Prezi. 
http://prezi.com/xuj5vzto15sj/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy&rc=ex0share 
 
As we work through poems together students also select a modern poet--a mentor poet--that 
they will work with in depth.  
 
At each session we talked about how the text we read might be adapted to a different medium 
and how we might use the techniques and strategies from the Immigration Institute to 
accomplish that adaptation. We talked about and used movement, sound, acting approaches to 
change the way an audience might experience poetry. 
 
For their summative project students were given the choice between the traditional project or 
the alternative project based on the adaptive techniques.  
 
Formative/Process 
 

Using techniques and approaches we learned in class explicate/analyze and discuss the 
work or your mentor poet. This includes: 

● Annotate 6-10 poems. 
● Identify and name moves that your poet makes. 
● Write 3-5 poems Under the Influence of your mentor poet. Share these in a peer 

feedback setting.  
● Use the feedback to revise 2-3 of the poems you wrote.  
● Make 1 of the revised poems public. 

 
Traditional Summative 
This is a 3 part project.  
 
Part One: 
The Poet 
In this section you will present a concise discussion of the poet’s background, influences-other 
poets, major events, in the poet’s life It is your aim to provide your reader with a clear 
understanding of how your poet’s life is present in his or her poetry. You might consult 
biographies, criticism and interviews. 
 
Note: This isn’t a biography. It is your understanding of how your author has lived wide 
awake in his/her world. 
 

http://prezi.com/xuj5vzto15sj/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy&rc=ex0share
http://prezi.com/xuj5vzto15sj/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy&rc=ex0share


 
Your Part One goes here: 
 
 
 
Part 2: 
The Work 
Choose two poems. Close read both and then in well written essay discuss how they represent 
your poet’s style, themes, abilities. It’s up to you. This is your own analysis so secondary 
sources are not required.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Part 3: 
The Metacognitive 
In this section you are to provide a personal discussion of your own experience with your poet.  
 
Alternative Summative Project 
 
Part One Adaptation:  
You may work with another person or two to create an adaptation of your mentor poets’ works. 
Use the techniques and approaches we worked with during the unit. This is not acting out the 
poem but taking themes and words of the poet and adapting it for performance. The substance 
of the performance is negotiable but it must be made public. 
 
Part Two Metacognitive: 
In this section you are to provide a personal discussion of your own experience with your poet. 
Be honest about how you chose the work, your reading of it, and your approach to the project. 
Include your process work that went into the adaptation. Include your explications and the 
poems you wrote “under the influence.”  
 
Examples: 
 
 
 



 
 
Undesirable Elements style adaptation of 3 mentor poets. The students edited the poems 
together then performed them. 



 

 
Similar approach but these students also used simple movements to underscore their 
vocal delivery. 



 
These students incorporated other elements into the adaptions--music, art and the 
signage--to highlight themes or elements.  


